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Alan Bennett’s latest play, People,
now an NT Live film, questions how
history gets repackaged for succeed-
ing generations.

The bigger the inheritance, the
bigger the squabbles. People looks
at what happens when the fights get
really nasty, and the spoils are what
could become another gem in the
National Trust’s crown.

There is no small measure of
comedy in watching one National
Treasure taking a shot at another.
Playwright Alan Bennett (of History
Boys fame) could well be considered
one of Britain’s National Treasures,
with his uncanny ability to capture
the essence of the English. And one
of their favourite pastimes is to visit
National Trust properties, and see

how the other half lived. I would haz-
ard a guess that at least three quar-
ters of the National Theatre audience
on any given night of this sold-out
run were also members of the Trust.
The vicious asides about the rapa-
cious greed and lack of morals 
displayed by the Trust triggered
waves of shocked giggles.

Bennett’s witty banter doesn’t
hide the fact that this is a sad indict-
ment of how English society has be-
come obsessed with money. Every-
thing, no matter how sacred, has its
price. In his unholy triumvirate, the
church, the Trust and the sex trade, it
is the latter that is shown to be the
most humane and compassionate
and, yes, honest.

We meet two old bats, Dorothy
and Iris,holed up in an icy once-pala-
tial setting, deciding whether to op-
pose the plans for their family home
to be sold off to the National Trust.
They look like they have just come in
from the local homeless shelter. A
wily financial assessor tempts them

with the prospect of untold riches if
they favour his nameless rich clients,
setting off a chain reaction that
shows just how ugly things can get.

The other sister, June, is appalled
when she finds that Dorothy has al-
lowed a former flame to shoot what
the audience is quick to grasp is a
porn movie, while the two old bid-
dies are ostensibly unaware. All they
see are kind people, who fix the hot
water and the heating, arrange a
good scrub and pull out of the cup-
boards ball gowns that reveal a
heady past of wealth and prestige.

The tussle between the sisters be-
comes almost unbearable, with the
younger, more vigorous June, herself
a lady of the cloth, expressing the

desire to give back to society what
her family took from it, but accused
of only developing these sentiments
once she learnt she didn’t stand to
inherit herself. Bennett exposes the
voyeurism of nosing around the
homes of others, and equates the
salaciousness of finding the real sto-
ries behind these grand homes with
an excess worse than pornography.

With unerring bite, the vicar finds
true accord with the money man
when discussing the possibility of a
celebrity Eucharist. From that point,
Dorothy’s fate is sealed, but the play-
wright ensures that the next time
you meet a landowner fallen on hard
times, there will be more compassion
in their humiliation by the masses.

Structurally, I found the play’s
great reveal, when the Adams ceiling
is restored to its former glory,an awk-
ward device to show off the technical
wizardry of the National Theatre’s
stage, but certainly it made the ‘be-
fore’ and ‘after’ of the setting sharply
etched visually. Designer Bob Crow-
ley has great fun with the extremes of
the set and costumes, with Dorothy
flaunting some gorgeous frocks from
yesteryear. Director Nicholas Hytner,
another old hand with Bennett, is on
form with this one.

There is comedy here, it is true,
but the playwright cynically allows
the ancient prayer beads to be cast
aside as glass trinkets. While every-
thing can be commercialised, price-
less gems are valueless. History is
simply an untrustworthy version of
what the highest bidder chooses to
espouse. It’s a bleak vision of today’s
society that Bennett gives us, and 
although much of what he says
holds true throughout the world,
perhaps the peculiar obsession with
other people’s houses is so particular
to the British that this may be a play
that doesn’t travel well.

l Showing in SA at Cinema Nou-
veau on April 28, and May 1 and 2.

A question of trust

K
RAKEN are legendary sea
monsters, said to dwell off
the coasts of Norway and
Greenland. Their sheer
size and supposed scary

appearance have made them com-
mon ocean-dwelling monsters in
various fictional works, including
Jules Verne’s 20 000 Leagues under
the Sea and HP Lovecraft’s The Call
of Cthulhu. More recently, kraken
have swum into pop culture terri-
tory, with appearances in Pirates of
the Caribbean and George RR Mar-
tin’s Game of Thrones.

Thanks to Jon Keevy’s Get
Kraken! this mythical monster now
makes its South African debut at
Cape Town’s Intimate Theatre.
Keevy wrote the script as part of In-
spiring a Generation, an Interna-
tional Association of Theatre for
Children and Young People (AS-
SITEJ) programme. The goal was
to help each participant write a
play for young audiences with
poverty as the theme.

Keevy took poverty to be about
resources, access, as well as poten-
tial, and conducted research relat-
ing to issues plaguing our fishing
industry. ”I read some amazing re-
search from the University of Cape
Town that included facts, figures,
and collected statements from fish-
ermen in Hawston, Kalk Bay and
Langebaan,” he says.

“Using this research as inspira-
tion instead of a collection of data
points, I let my imagination go
when tackling the script. Our
Swedish mentor, Lucia Ca-
jchanova, really helped me to find
the journey of my main charac-
ters. These are people caught up in
a big world that often doesn’t care.”

The audience is introduced to
Jay (Jason Potgieter), who lives
with his Oupa (Dylan Esbach) on
the West Coast. One evening, his
grandfather takes Jay to “go pull
perlies off the rocks”, or gather per-
lemoen illegally. But things do not
go as planned, and they soon find
themselves having to explain this to

members of Marine Patrol.
At this moment the magic really

starts to escalate on stage. As one of
the Marine Patrol officers is about
to board their little boat, some-
thing unseen under the water
starts towing Jay and Oupa away
from the authorities. When they
eventually stop, our protagonists
find themselves lost at sea.

But this will be the least of their

worries: over the next 45 minutes
they will be swallowed by a whale,
hang out with astronauts under-
neath the sea, and even be used as
bait by robot pirates hoping to lure
the legendary kraken.

Get Kraken! is performed in
“comic book”, a style of physical
theatre that requires no props, cos-
tumes, sets, or even a soundtrack.
Appearing on an empty stage with

an entirely black background, the
four performers (each dressed in
what appears to be his own pair of
black jeans and T-shirt) are re-
quired to produce anything they
might need through mime or vocal
efforts. This includes sound effects
(kaboom! whoosh! kapow!), props
(Jay and Oupa’s boat is genius), as
well as several characters ranging
from wacky to downright outra-

geous (all performed without
breaking a sweat by Acker and
Erasmus).

This is the perfect test for any
actor’s versatility, because there
are no bells and whistles to hide be-
hind. The only weapon at the ac-
tor’s disposal is talent. Under Kim
Kerfoot’s direction, these four ac-
tors all deliver the goods with ad-
mirable dedication. The fact that
we were less than a handful of au-
dience members at this particular
performance did nothing to detract
from their performance.

The same can be said of the
show’s director. Kerfoot’s past body
of work includes stagings of Athol
Fugard’s Master Harold and the
Boys and Statements After an Arrest
under the Immorality Act, with the
latter earning him the Rosalie van
der Gucht Prize for Best New Di-
rector at this year’s Fleur du Cap
Awards. But as a regular Theatre-
sports participant, as well as past
puppeteer for both ZANews and
FTH:K, Kerfoot is made up of
several different creative dimen-
sions – something he fully em-
braces in Get Kraken!

While this production will ap-
peal to a younger audience on an
immediately entertaining level,
grown-ups will enjoy it much more
because of its vast collection of pop
culture references. Moby Dick,
Noah and the Whale, The Life
Aquatic with Steve Zissou – it’s all
there. I also appreciate Kerfoot’s
choice of playing The Decem-
berists’ Mariner’s Revenge Song be-
fore the show’s start.

“We are two mariners. Our
ship’s sole survivors. In this belly of
a whale,” the Portland band greets
us as we enter. “Its ribs are ceiling
beams. Its guts are carpeting. I
guess we have some time to kill.”

A while back I saw a piece of
graffiti that read: “Don’t grow up.
It’s a trap!” This is the attitude you
need to take along when seeing Get
Kraken! Your enjoyment of the
show depends entirely on the size of
your imagination, and I caught my-
self wishing I was six again.

l Get Kraken! at Intimate Theatre
in Cape Town until May 4. Book-
ings: email: kraken@jonkeevy.com
or visit. www.jonkeevy.com. Direc-
tor: Kim Kerfoot,
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